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Abstract: As climate change and global warming have become two of the most significant
environmental issues today, the double-skin façade (DSF) is getting considerable attention
as an energy-efficient passive design. This study is aimed at assessing the seasonal energy
efficiency strategies of a DSF targeting library facilities in the climate region with hot
summers and cold winters. Toward this end, this study was conducted in four steps:
(i) establishment of seasonal energy-efficient strategies; (ii) application of seasonal
energy-efficient strategies; (iii) analysis of energy saving effect by season; and (iv) life
cycle cost and life cycle CO2 analyses for selecting an optimal DSF. Results show that a
shaft box DSF energy model (EMS) #2, which applied winter strategies, was optimal with
an energy saving rate of 4.13%, while a multi-story DSF energy model (EMM) #5, which
applied summer strategies, was optimal with an energy saving rate of 12.67%. In terms of
savings to investment ratio (SIR40) and breakeven point (BEP40), the multi-story DSF
(3.20; 9 years) was superior. The results of this study can be used for (i) seasonal energy
efficiency strategies of a DSF in East Asian monsoon climates, and (ii) as a guideline for
the application of a DSF both in existing and new buildings.
Keywords: double skin façade (DSF); airflow operating method; thermal insulation;
green wall; energy-saving effect; life cycle cost; life cycle CO2; East Asian monsoon
climate; library facility
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1. Introduction
The recent increase in global energy consumption has led to a phenomenon called global warming
and related climate problems, resulting in a growing interest in developing various technologies that
aim to reduce energy consumption, including passive designs, which can reduce the energy load of a
building [1,2]. Though unrelated to various efforts in reducing energy consumption, the ratio of
glazing in building façades has also increased for aesthetic purposes. As a result, direct solar radiation
inside the building rose, causing thermal issues as well as increased heating and cooling energy
consumption. Particularly, in hot climate regions, the energy cost attributed to the increase in cooling
energy consumption significantly increased [3–6]. To solve these issues, various energy saving
techniques have been introduced to block direct solar radiation, such as tinted glass, colored glass and
phase changing materials. In particular, there is a growing interest in the double skin façade (DSF),
which can be implemented in buildings with a high glazing ratio [7,8].
A DSF consists of the external and inner skins, as well as the cavity existing between the two skins.
Since the heat transfer on DSF occurs due to the temperature differences among the external skin,
cavity, and the inner skin of a building, managing the heat in the cavity in the summer and in the
winter is a key issue. Thus, research on: (i) the shading and the airflow operating methods in the cavity
and (ii) the thermal insulation of the glass and the inner skin in the cavity have been conducted.
Research on thermal management in the cavity of DSF can be categorized into two types: (i) heating
and cooling energy reduction by implementing airflow operating methods; and (ii) thermal bridge
effect reduction by improving thermal insulation.
First, several studies have focused on the airflow operating methods by opening and shutting the
openings in the cavity of DSF. In winter, the heat in the cavity can considerably reduce the heating
load of a building in terms of thermal comfort. Particularly, in winter, conducting the heat in the cavity
to the building's interior can be maximized by using a static air buffer as an airflow operating method,
which seals the heat in the cavity [9–12]. The Telus Headquarters building in Toronto and the
Occidental Chemical buildings in Niagara Falls and in New York use a static air buffer as an airflow
operating method to reduce heating energy consumption in winter [13]. Additionally, Xu et al. [14]
analyzed that 20% to 30% of heating energy consumption can be reduced by using a static air buffer in
applying DSF to buildings in Japan. Gracia et al. [15] also showed that the static air buffer could save
up to 26% of heating energy consumption in winter. Next, the cooling load on a building can increase
in the summer because of the heated air in the cavity [16–18]. Accordingly, in terms of thermal
comfort, management of heated air in the cavity in summer is an important issue. Various studies have
been conducted on the airflow operating methods in implemented during summertime. It has been
shown that the external air curtain as an airflow operating method that opens the openings in the cavity
(i.e., allowing the heat in the cavity to travel freely outside) would save cooling energy consumption
during summer because the heated air in the cavity due to solar radiation could be removed in advance
before being transmitted to a building [9,12–14]. To discharge the heated air in the cavity and the
building to outside the building, natural ventilation, as well as the external air curtain, are also
considered important [7,18–21]. Gratia et al. [21] mentioned the significance of natural ventilation
after sunset in addition to the duration of sunshine through solar radiation in summer. By emitting the
heat inside the building through natural ventilation, 25.5% of cooling energy consumption was saved [7].
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Based on the previous studies related to the airflow operating methods, there was little research that
simultaneously applies the airflow operating methods and natural ventilation with the consideration of
the climate differences between summer and winter. Therefore, this study focused on the facilities
located in the regions with the hot summer and cold winter, simultaneously. The East Asian monsoon
climate is divided into a hot and wet summer monsoon and a cold and dry winter monsoon, resulting
from the monsoonal flow that carries moist air from the Indian Ocean and Pacific Ocean to East Asia.
It is driven by the temperature differences between the Asian continent and the Pacific Ocean.
Although the East Asian monsoon climate region (e.g., Seoul) has four seasons including spring and
fall, spring and fall only last for a short period in this climate region [22–25], therefore, this study only
focused on the climatic characteristics in summer and winter.
Second, as a method of controlling heat in the cavity of DSF, various studies have focused on
reducing the thermal bridge effect by improving the thermal insulation of the inner skin. It has been
shown that the method was effective in both summer and winter. In terms of the thermal bridge effect,
Manz [26] and Perez-Grande et al. [27] conducted studies on reducing heating and cooling loads by
improving the thermal insulation of the inner skin glazing. Other studies have also shown that
improvement in the thermal insulation of the inner wall reduces the thermal bridge effect [16,28–31].
Feist [30] has shown that heating and cooling energy consumption increases due to the unnecessary
heat transfer caused by the thermal bridge effect on the wall in addition to the window. Evola et al. [31]
determined that there is about 3.5% of the increase in cooling energy consumption due to the thermal
bridge effect of the building skin during summer.
Other studies have focused on reducing the thermal bridge effect by implementing a green wall (GW)
on a single skin façade (SSF) [32–36]. Studies showed that installing a GW on the facades of a
two-story building could reduce the cooling load on a clear summer day by 28% [33]. Akbari et al. [34]
has shown that the installation of a GW would reduce heat transfer by 0.24 kWh/m2. Likewise, other
researchers have shown that the use of plants as shading devices in warm or tropical regions would
reduce the cooling load in summer as they helped create a sun-blocking effect [35–38]. These previous
studies on thermal bridge effect have concentrated mainly on SSF buildings, while only a few
considered DSF buildings. Therefore, this study focused on reducing the thermal bridge effect by
implementing GW as the seasonal energy efficiency strategies of a DSF.
In conclusion, it has been shown that in implementing DSF, the management of heat in the cavity is
a very important control factor in cooling and heating energy consumption reduction. Therefore, this
study aimed to establish seasonal energy efficiency strategies, and evaluate the effect of these
strategies to efficiently manage heat in the cavity of DSF. Furthermore, it aimed to implement these
seasonal energy efficiency strategies to four types of DSF, and select an optimal DSF after conducting
life cycle cost (LCC) and life cycle CO2 (LCCO2) analyses.
This study was conducted in four steps: (i) establishment of seasonal energy efficiency strategies;
(ii) application of seasonal energy efficiency strategies; (iii) analysis of energy saving effect by season by
applying seasonal energy efficiency strategies; and (iv) LCC and LCCO2 analyses for selecting an optimal
DSF. The scope of this study included library facilities located in Seoul, South Korea, which is part of the
East Asian monsoon climate region. As mentioned spring and fall only last for a short period in this climate
region, therefore, this study only considered winter and summer characteristics to establish seasonal energy
efficiency strategies (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Research framework.

2. Establishment of Seasonal Energy Efficiency Strategies
As mentioned above, this study aimed to establish energy efficiency strategies focus on hot
summers and cold winters. Under these seasonal characteristics, the airflow operating methods should
be selectively implemented according to hot summers and cold winters. To establish seasonal energy
efficiency strategies, this study considered the following methods: (i) a static air buffer as an airflow
operating method to improve the effect of DSF in winter; (ii) an external air curtain as an airflow
operating method to improve the effect of DSF in the summer; (iii) natural ventilation as an airflow
operating method to improve the additional effect of DSF in summer; and (iv) GW as a method for
improving thermal insulation to improve the effect of DSF in both summer and winter. Based on these
methods, this study established seasonal energy efficiency strategies in summer and in winter.
2.1. Establishment of an Airflow Operating Method for a DSF
To establish the seasonal energy efficiency strategies of a DSF that can reduce the heating and
cooling energy consumption, airflow operating methods that consider the climatic environment should
be established. DSF can be categorized by the airflow operating methods and shapes. A review of over
60 historical cases of DSFs installed globally shows that the airflow operating methods and shapes of
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DSF are variable depending on installation purposes and climatic environments [12,39]. These
historical cases presented the operating strategies of a DSF according to the seasonal characteristics
rather than those in specific region or climate.
The airflow operating methods of DSF depend on the airflow types of DSF. Meanwhile, the airflow
types are variable depending on the types of openings installed in the cavity. As shown in Figure 2,
airflow type can be divided into a total of six types, based on the opening and closing of the openings:
(i) external air curtain (#1, #2); (ii) internal air curtain (#3, #4); (iii) supply air (#5, #6); (iv) exhaust
air (#7, #8); (v) full open (#9); and (vi) static air buffer (#10).
Figure 2. Airflow types of double skin façade.

In the East Asian monsoon climates with clear seasonal characteristics, the airflow operating
methods should be implemented selectively according to season. In winter, it would be advantageous
in terms of thermal comfort to close the openings since external temperature is always lower than
inside the building. Existing studies and cases have shown that, as mentioned in the introduction, the
static air buffer is the optimal type in winter because it acts as a thermal buffer [9–15,38] (Figure 3a).
Figure 3. Seasonal airflow operating method of a DSF: (a) Static air buffer as winter
airflow operating method; (b) External air curtain as summer airflow operating method;
(c) Natural ventilation as summer airflow operating method.

(a)

(b)

(c)

In summer, an airflow operating method should be used appropriately since the relationship among
the temperature outside the cavity, inside the cavity, and inside the building changes over time. Within
the duration of sunshine, in which the external temperature is higher than inside the building, closing
the openings inside the building would be advantageous in terms of thermal comfort since the heat
gained by solar radiation would be removed in the cavity before it enters the building. Therefore, as
mentioned in the introduction, the external air curtain is the optimal type because it can extract heat
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gained by solar radiation [40–42] (Figure 3b). Meanwhile, after sunset, when external temperature
becomes lower than inside the building, natural ventilation, in which the openings of the cavity are
opened, can emit heat inside the building. Therefore, to save cooling energy consumption, natural
ventilation can be used according to specific circumstances [18–20] (Figure 3c).
Therefore, this study used the seasonal airflow operating methods of a DSF in the following
situations: (i) the static air buffer is used in winter; (ii) the external air curtain is used in summer; and
(iii) supplementally, natural ventilation is used strategically in summer.
Meanwhile, the shape of DSF can be generally divided into four types based on the cavity unit of
the space that is divided vertically and horizontally [4,43] (Figure 4): (i) the box type with the cavity
unit in each room that is divided vertically and horizontally; (ii) the corridor type with the cavity unit
in each floor that is divided horizontally; (iii) the multistory type with a cavity unit on the side of the
façade; and (iv) the shaft box type adding the box type to solar chimney.
Figure 4. The shape and airflow of DSF: (a) Box type; (b) Corridor type; (c) Multistory
type; (d) Shaft box type.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

The box type and the shaft type, which have a cavity unit in each room, have been used mostly for
sound insulation. The multistory type, which has a cavity unit in the façade, has been used widely to save
construction cost since it requires relatively smaller materials and would be advantageous in terms of
natural lighting (Table 1). However, the heating and cooling energy saving effects of these four types of
DSF are variable depending on seasonal characteristics and there is no clear priority on which type is
optimal to use [44]. Therefore, this study conducted a comparative analysis of these four types of DSF in
terms of energy-saving effects by implementing the aforementioned airflow operating methods by season.
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Table 1. Characteristics of the four types of DSF.

DSF type
Vertical division
Horizontal division
Sound insulation
Used material
Natural lighting

Box
O
O
Good
Many
Good

Corridor
X
O
Satisfactory
Medium
Very good

Multistory
X
X
Satisfactory
Less
Very good

Shaft box
O
O
Good
Very many
Satisfactory

Note: DSF stands for the double skin façade.

2.2. Establishment of the GW as a Method for Improving Thermal Insulation
To establish the seasonal energy efficiency strategies of a DSF that can reduce the heating and
cooling energy consumption, this study aimed to select the optimal GW as a method to improve
thermal insulation. GWs use mainly three soil types (natural, improved, and artificial soil) and two
plant types (sedum and grass). Each type of soil and plant has different characteristics. Therefore, the
following criteria were used to select the GW that can offer the highest efficiency in thermal insulation.
First, soil has different characteristics, including thermal insulation, according to type [45,46]. The
thickness of soil differs by plant type, which causes differences in thermal insulation [47,48]. Also, the
lower the unit load, the easier the soil can be attached to the wall. Therefore, the type of soil was
selected by considering thermal insulation and constructability. The thermal insulation of soil is
highest in artificial soil, followed by improved and natural soil, while the unit load is in the opposite
order [49]. As a result, this study selected artificial soil.
Second, the density of foliage and leaf area index (LAI) differs according to the type of plant. The
higher the LAI of the plant, the higher its sunblock properties, resulting in further reduction of the
thermal bridge effect [50]. The LAI of grass is 2.5, which is higher than that of sedum (2), thus,
offering superior sunblock effect. Furthermore, the thickness of grass soil is 0.15 m, which is thicker
than that of sedum (0.1 m), which offers higher thermal insulation. Based on artificial soil, the
construction cost of grass is $106.43, which is lower than that of sedum at $133.03 [51,52]. Therefore,
this study used artificial soil and grass (refer to Table 2). The selected GW plant, Kamtschaticum, has
spread throughout East Asia such as China, Japan, Sakhalin, Kuril, and Amour as well as South Korea.
The climate conditions of these regions are similar to those of South Korea [49].
Table 2. Properties of selected green wall.
Soil (artificial)
Conductivity of dry soil (W/m·K)

0.2

Specific heat of dry soil (J/kg·K)

800

Density of dry soil (kg/m3)

300

Plant (grass)
Height of plants (m)
Thickness of soil (m)
Leaf area index (dimensionless)
Leaf reflectivity (dimensionless)
Leaf emissivity
CO2 absorption (kgCO2/m2/year)

0.15
0.15
2.5
0.11
0.9
5.7
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2.3. Establishment of Seasonal Energy Efficiency Strategies
In Sections 2.1 and 2.2, this study selected four applicable methods to establish seasonal energy
efficiency strategies. Then, after dividing them into summer and winter, this study established seasonal
energy efficiency strategies. First, the following two methods were combined to establish season
energy efficiency strategies for winter: (i) static air buffer (Method_A1) as an airflow operating
method; and (ii) GW (Method_B) for improving thermal insulation. Next, to establish energy
efficiency strategies in summer, the following three methods were combined: (i) external air curtain
(Method_A2) as an airflow operating method; (ii) natural ventilation (Method_A3) as an airflow
operating method; and (iii) GW (Method_B) as a method to improve thermal insulation (refer to Table 3).
Table 3. Seasonal energy efficiency strategies.
Seasonal energy
efficiency
strategies

Winter strategies
Summer
strategies

Airflow operating method
Winter
(Method_A1)
Static air buffer
O
O
-

Summer
(Method_A2)
(Method_A3)
External air curtain Natural ventilation
O
O
O
O
O

Method for improving
thermal insulation
Winter and Summer
(Method_B)
Green wall
O
O

3. Application of Seasonal Energy Efficiency Strategies
3.1. Selection of the Facility for Case Study
To analyze the applicability of the seasonal energy efficiency strategies for a DSF, it is necessary to
select a target facility. To acquire the feasibility of the analysis, the following criteria for selecting a
target facility were established:
• The East Asian monsoon climate region with clear summer and winter characteristics was
selected as a target region to determine the energy-saving effect of the seasonal energy efficiency
strategies for a DSF;
• DSF results in the heat transfer from the temperature difference among the external skin, cavity,
and the inner skin of a building. Therefore, this study aimed to determine the performance of
DSF itself by analyzing a building whose energy usage pattern is evenly distributed day and night;
• The type of target facility that is statistically significant in terms of energy consumption was
selected, resulting in a great effect on the whole energy consumption of South Korea.
Based on the criteria above, this study selected the Y University library facility, which is located in
Seoul, South Korea, the East Asian monsoon climate region with clear summer and winter seasons, as
the target building. It also has long operational hours. As shown in Table A1, the space configuration
of the library facility consists of reading rooms, study rooms, and PC seats. Especially, the study rooms
and PC seats open 24 hours all the year round. Furthermore, air-conditioning and heating system are
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automatically operated 24 hours a day. It was determined that the energy consumption of the university
facilities in 2010 was 295 thousand TOE, which is ranked second among all types of buildings in
South Korea [53] (refer to Table A2). Especially, the library facility is the main factor of energy
consumption and exists in all the university [54]. Furthermore, the most of the university library opens
24 h a day such as “Y” university library.
3.2. Establishment of a Basic Energy Model
To analyze the effect of the DSF on the target building, a basic energy model that reflects the
current energy consumption pattern should be established. Toward this end, this study used a building
energy simulation software program called, DesignBuilder which was developed in the UK.
DesignBuilder is a fully featured version of EnergyPlus, which was developed by U.S. Department of
Energy. It was developed to be available at any stage of the design process.
First released in 2005, DesignBuilder allows a wide range of building types to be simulated using
the latest version of EnergyPlus. Using advanced design options such as natural ventilation, daylight
control, DSF, chilled beams, and heated floors, it can evaluate its impact on the building environmental
performance, comfort, cost, and daylight availability [55]. It calculates the heating and cooling loads
using the ASHRAE-approved 'heat balance' method implemented in EnergyPlus. There are some
previous research which analyzes the DSF through EnergyPlus or DesignBuilder [3,56–62].
Building-related characteristics, as well as user-related characteristics, should be considered in
conducting building energy simulation [63]. First, building-related characteristics refer to factors
related to the energy efficiency of the building, such as the type and size of the building, the material
and standard of detailed components, and heating and cooling system. The front entrance of the target
building is facing east, and some parts of the first floor are in a Pilotis structure. To reflect such
characteristics, architectural drawings and specifications of the target library facility were used.
Second, user-related characteristics refer to factors related to the energy efficiency of the building,
such as occupancy profile and electronic appliance usage schedules. The average occupancy was
1000 per floor based on the survey of a daily average number of people entering the facility and the
number of seats. Data on lighting, computers, and office appliances were based on architectural
drawings and a field survey. To reflect these characteristics, this study collected the yearly heating and
cooling energy consumption data from the manager in charge of machinery room in the target building
(Table 4).
To verify the feasibility of the building energy simulation results, tolerance limits for energy
simulation offered by the American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-conditioning Engineers
(i.e., the coefficient of variation of the root mean square error (CV(RMSE)) were used [Equation (1)] in
the monthly difference between actual energy consumption and the simulation-based energy consumption.
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Table 4. Simulation model information of the basic energy model.
Classification

General information

Cooling load

Global thermal characteristics
of each wall
(thickness/conductivity)

Weather data
Run period
Schedule
Conditioning system
Heating period
Cooling period
Shading device
Total floor area
Applicable area for DSF
Applicable area for GW
Occupancy
Lighting
Office equipment
Ground floor
External floor
Floor
Roof
Ceiling
External wall
Internal partition
External glazing
Internal glazing

Detailed descriptions
Climate data in Seoul, Korea
January 2012–December 2012
Office and library schedule
GHP (gas-engine driven heat pump)
January–May, November–December
March–September
High reflective roller blind
6 stories, 16,409.17 m2
645.536 m2
385.256 m2
0.3 (people/m2)
400 lux
10 (W/m2)
332.7 (mm)/0.250 (W/m2 K)
178.2 (mm)/0.250 (W/m2 K)
100 (mm)/4.730 (W/m2 K)
367.5 (mm)/0.250 (W/m2 K)
100 (mm)/4.730 (W/m2 K)
292.5 (mm)/0.350 (W/m2 K)
150 (mm)/1.923 (W/m2 K)
25 (mm)/2.708 (W/m2 K)
25 (mm)/2.708 (W/m2 K)

Figure 5. (CV)RMSE: (a) Gas consumption (“Y” university library); (b) Electricity
consumption (“Y” university library).

(a)

(b)
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The CV (RMSE) values were 12.79% (gas energy consumption) and 6.43% (electricity energy
consumption) within the tolerance limits (25%) [45] (Figure 5). Thus, it was determined that the basic
energy model was feasible:
n

∑(AEC
CV ( RMSE ) =

i =1

i

- SEC i )2 ×

n

∑AEC
i =1

i

×

1
n

1
n

(1)

× 100

where AEC is the actual energy consumption; SEC is the simulation-based energy consumption; and n
is the number of data (months).
3.3. Establishment of Energy Models with Seasonal Energy Efficiency Strategies
In Chapter 2, this study established seasonal energy efficiency strategies in summer and in winter to
improve the effect of DSF implementation (refer to Table 3). Based on these strategies, this study
established energy models with seasonal energy efficiency strategies by DSF types, as shown in Table 5.
Table 5. Establishment of energy models with seasonal energy efficiency strategies.

Classification

Energy model

efficiency
strategies

Winter
(Method_A1)

BEM
EMB #1
EMB #2

Box type DSF

Winter strategies

EMB #3
EMB #4

Summer strategies

EMB #5
EMC #1
EMC #2
Corridor type DSF

Winter strategies

EMC #3
EMC #4

Summer strategies

EMC #5
EMM #1
EMM #2
Multistory type DSF

Winter strategies

EMM #3
EMM #4

Summer strategies

EMM #5
EMS #1
EMS #2
Shaft box type DSF

Winter strategies

EMS #3
EMS #4
EMS #5

Summer strategies

-

thermal insulation

Summer
(Method_A2)

Static air buffer External air curtain
Existing facility

Method to improve

Airflow operating method

Seasonal energy

-

All seasons
(Method_A3)

(Method_B)

Natural ventilation

Green wall

-

-

O

-

-

-

O

-

-

O

-

O

-

-

-

O

O

-

-

O

O

O

O

-

-

-

O

-

-

O

-

O

-

-

-

O

O

-

-

O

O

O

O

-

-

-

O

-

-

O

-

O

-

-

-

O

O

-

-

O

O

O

O

-

-

-

O

-

-

O

-

O

-

-

-

O

O

-

-

O

O

O

Note: BEM stands for the basic energy model, EMB stands for Box type DSF energy model, EMC stands for corridor type DSF
energy model, EMM stands for multistory type DSF energy model, and EMS stands for shaft box type DSF energy model.
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4. Analysis of Energy-Saving Effect by Season
The energy analysis of DSF energy models, which implemented seasonal energy efficiency
strategies, shows the effect of such strategies. As shown in Table 6, this study proposed the energy
consumption of each energy model. For a detailed analysis on the effect of the introduction of the
strategies, this study analyzed the first DSF type, the box type.
4.1. Effect of Winter Strategies on Building Energy Consumption
As shown in Table 6, winter energy efficiency strategies can be divided into two types: (i) static air
buffer (Method_A1) as an airflow operating method; and (ii) GW (Method_B) as a method to improve
thermal insulation.
4.1.1. Effect of the Winter Strategy (Method_A1)
In winter, the heating energy-saving effect of EMB #1 with the static air buffer (Method_A1) was 3.20%
of the basic energy model, reflecting a decrease in the winter heating energy consumption (Table 6).
There was a substantial temperature gap between the cavity of EMB #1 and outside the building
(line in Figure 6). The temperature of the cavity continued to increase by the hour due to the heat
gained by solar radiation within the duration of sunshine, showing a notable difference of up to
35.77 °C at 1:30 pm (EMB #1: 30.27 °C; outside: −4.5 °C). Even when the heat generator is not
operational, the temperature difference outside and inside the building was still over 15 °C. Thus, the
heat inside the building was kept from being emitted outside, and EMB #1 consumed lesser heating
energy than the basic energy model (bar graphs in Figure 6). In winter, the airflow operating method in
EMB #1 was found to maintain the temperature inside the building and inside the cavity to a maximum.
Figure 6. Temperature-time profile and heating energy consumption on a winter day (basic
energy model vs. EMB #1).
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Table 6. Gas consumption by energy models with seasonal energy efficiency strategies.

Classification

Energy model

Existing facility

BEM
EMB #1
EMB #2
EMB #3
EMB #4
EMB #5
EMC #1
EMC #2
EMC #3
EMC #4
EMC #5
EMM #1
EMM #2
EMM #3
EMM #4
EMM #5
EMS #1
EMS #2
EMS #3
EMS #4
EMS #5

Box type DSF

Corridor type DSF

Multistory type DSF

Shaft box type DSF

Seasonal energy efficiency
strategies

Winter
Summer
Winter
Summer
Winter
Summer
Winter
Summer

(Method_A1)
(Method_A1 + B)
(Method_A2)
(Method_A2 + A3)
(Method_A2 + A3 + B)
(Method_A1)
(Method_A1 + B)
(Method_A2)
(Method_A2 + A3)
(Method_A2 + A3 + B)
(Method_A1)
(Method_A1 + B)
(Method_A2)
(Method_A2 + A3)
(Method_A2 + A3 + B)
(Method_A1)
(Method_A1 + B)
(Method_A2)
(Method_A2 + A3)
(Method_A2 + A3 + B)

Energy consumption
Winter
Summer
Consumption (kWh) Saving rate (%) Consumption (kWh) Saving rate (%)
671,142
993,745
649,678
3.20
648,541
3.37
1,008,888
−1.52
881,119
11.33
880,261
11.42
657,496
2.03
654,383
2.50
1,006,296
−1.26
869,348
12.52
868,851
12.57
655,313
2.36
652,217
2.82
1,003,995
−1.03
868,302
12.62
867,844
12.67
644,507
3.97
643,399
4.13
1,020,428
−2.69
903,837
9.05
870,575
12.39

Note: BEM stands for the basic energy model, EMB stands for Box type DSF energy mode; EMC stands for corridor type DSF energy model; EMM stands for multistory
type DSF energy model; EMS stands for the shaft box type DSF energy model; Method_A1 stands for static air buffer; Method_B stands for green wall; Method_A2
stands for external air curtain; Method_A3_stands for natural ventilation.
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4.1.2. Effect of Winter Strategies [(Method_A1) and (Method_B)]
In winter, the heating energy saving effect of EMB #2, which used the static air buffer (Method_A1)
and green wall (Method_B), was 3.37% larger than EMB #1 (3.20%), which used only the static air
buffer (Method_A1) (Table 6). For a more detailed analysis, this study focused on the data on
December 5, when the temperature was one of the lowest recorded for the year. Compared to the
temperature inside the cavity, EMB #2 was lower than EMB #1, meaning that the amount of heat
emitted from inside the building to the cavity was small (lines in Figure 7). GW blocked the heat
transfer by improving the thermal insulation of the wall. As a result, EMB #2 (648,541 kWh) had lesser
heating energy consumption than EMB #1 (649,678 kWh) (Table 6). In conclusion, the thermal bridge
effect due to the improvement in thermal insulation was reduced by applying GW to the inner skin
wall of DSF, resulting in heating energy savings effect in winter.
Based on the result above, two strategies were found effective in saving heating energy consumption:
(i) preserving heat in the cavity through the static air buffer in winter (Method_A1) (EMB #1 compared
with the basic energy model); and (ii) reducing the heat emitted from inside the building by reducing the
thermal bridge effect with GW in winter (Method_B) (EMB #2 compared with EMB #1).
Figure 7. Temperature-time profile and heating energy consumption on a winter’s day
(EMB #2 vs. EMB #1).

4.2. Effect of Summer Strategies on Building Energy Consumption
4.2.1. Effect of Summer Strategy (Method_A2)
As shown in Table 6, summer energy efficiency strategies can be divided into three parts: (i) external
air curtain (Method_A2) as an airflow operating method; (ii) natural ventilation (Method_A3) as an
airflow operating method; and (iii) GW (Method_B) as a method to improve thermal insulation.
In summer, the cooling energy saving effect of EMB #3, which used the external air curtain
(Method_A2) as an airflow operating method, was −1.52% (Table 6). Namely, the summer cooling
energy consumption increased. For a more detailed analysis, this study focused on the data on 3 August,
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when the temperature was one of the highest for the year. There was a significant temperature gap
between the cavity of EMB #3 and outside the building (lines in Figure 8). The temperature of the
cavity did not go over 32.02 °C (at 15:00) during the duration of sunshine due to the external air
curtain (Method_A2). However, after the duration of sunshine (from 20:00 to 9:30), the chiller was
turned off, so the temperature inside the building rose. At this time, the maximum temperature
difference between the cavity and inside the building was 7.56 °C at 21:30 (EMB #3: 32.36 °C;
outside: 24.80 °C), which was maintained almost throughout. Heat was not emitted outside the
building, and to reduce the temperature inside the building, higher cooling energy consumption would
be required than that of the basic energy model (bar graphs in Figure 8). Therefore, additional methods
are required for the external air curtain (Method_A2) of EMB #3 during summer to reduce the
temperature inside the building and in the cavity after the duration of sunshine.
Figure 8. Temperature-time profile and cooling energy consumption on a summer day
(basic energy model vs. EMB #3).

4.2.2. Effect of Summer Strategies [(Method_A2) and (Method_A3)]
As shown in Table 6, the cooling energy saving effect of EMB #4, which added natural ventilation
(Method_A3) to EMB #3, was 11.33%. Compared to EMB #3 (−1.52%), where cooling energy
consumption increased in summer, EMB #4 shows considerable amount of energy saving. For a more
detailed analysis, this study focused on the data on 3 August, when the temperature was one of the
highest for the year.
Furthermore, there was a significant temperature gap between the cavity of EMB #4 and EMB #3
from 20:00 to 9:30 (dotted lines in Figure 9). First, during the duration of sunshine prior to the
operation of the chiller, the cavity temperature of EMB #4 was lower than that of EMB #3 by up to
6.59 °C at 8:00 (EMB #4: 23.65 °C; EMB #3: 30.24 °C). Also, the temperature inside the building in
EMB #4 was lower by up to 8.45 °C compared to that of EMB #3 (EMB #4: 26.07 °C; EMB #3: 34.52 °C)
(solid lines in Figure 9). Namely, EMB #4, which added natural ventilation (Method_A3) when the
chiller was not operational, prevented the rise in temperature due to solar radiation. Second, after the
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chiller ceased operating (from 21:00), natural ventilation (Method_A3) continued to reduce the
temperature inside the building and in the cavity. Due to the lowered temperature inside the building,
EMB #4 consumed lesser cooling energy than EMB #3 (bar graphs in Figure 9). In conclusion, the
cooling energy saving effect was achieved by establishing summer airflow operating methods,
including natural ventilation (Method_A3).
Figure 9. Temperature-time profile and cooling energy consumption on a summer day
(EMB #4 vs. EMB #3).

4.2.3. Effect of Summer Strategies [(Method_A2), (Method_A3) and (Method_B)]
Another strategy in reducing the inflow of heated air in the cavity to inside the building is by
cutting down the thermal bridge effect by increasing the thermal insulation of the inner skin. The heat
from the cavity to inside the building in summer can be reduced by using GW. In summer, the cooling
energy saving effect of EMB #5 was 11.42%, which was more than that of EMB #4 (11.32%) (Table 6).
For a more detailed analysis, this study focused on the data on 3 August, when one of the highest
temperatures for the year was recorded. The cavity temperature of EMB #5 was higher than that of
EMB #4, meaning the inflow of heated air from the cavity to inside the building was smaller (Figure 10).
Namely, GW reduced the thermal bridge effect and prevented heat transfer. As a result, the cooling
energy consumption in EMB #5 (880,261 kWh) was reduced, compared to EMB #4 (881,119 kWh).
A similar tendency in energy savings attributed to the implementation of seasonal energy efficiency
strategies was observed in corridor DSF, multistory DSF, and shaft box DSF (refer to Table 6).
EMC #1 (2.03%), EMM #1 (2.36%), and EMS #1 (3.97%), which used the static air buffer
(Method_A1), showed higher heating energy savings compared to the existing facility. Additionally,
EMC #2 (2.50%), EMM #2 (2.82%), and EMS #2 (4.13%), which used GW (Method_B) to improve
thermal insulation, showed higher heating energy savings than the EMC #1, EMM #1, and EMS #1.
EMC #4 (12.52%), EMM #4 (12.62%), and EMS #4 (9.05%), which used both external air curtain
(Method_A2) and natural ventilation (Method_A3), showed higher cooling energy savings than the
existing facility. Furthermore, EMC #5 (12.57%), EMM #5 (12.67%), and EMS #5 (12.39%), which
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used GW (Method_B) to improve thermal insulation, showed larger cooling energy savings than the
EMC #4, EMM #4, and EMS #4. Based on the results above, the seasonal energy efficiency strategies
for saving heating and cooling energy consumption were effective.
Figure 10. Temperature-time profile and cooling energy consumption on a summer day
(EMB #4 vs. EMB #5).

5. LCC and LCCO2 Analyses for Selecting an Optimal DSF
5.1. System Boundary Conditions for LCC and LCCO2 Analyses
By analyzing the energy-saving effects of the aforementioned energy models, an optimal DSF type
in terms of energy savings can be selected. However, considering the constraints of the limited budget,
a DSF type with the highest return on investment should be chosen. Therefore, this study conducted an
economic and environmental assessment from the life cycle perspective. It considered reducing CO2
emission by saving energy consumption for the environmental assessment [Equation (2)]. The quantity
of CO2 emission from heating and cooling energy consumption was converted into an economic value
based on the profit from the sale of carbon credits, which is referred to as “Korea Certified Emission
Reduction (KCERs),” ($10.46/tCO2 equiv.) [64,65].
The amount of CO2 emission from gas energy consumption (tCO2 ) =

(The

( ))

yearly amount of gas energy consumption m 3 ×


 tC  
 The ratio of the carbon emission factor of gas energy  3   ×
 m 


 tCO 2  
 The ratio of the molecular weight of CO2 to carbon 
 
 tC  


where the ratio of the carbon emission factor of gas energy is 0.0006083 tC/m3, and the ratio of the
molecular weight of CO2 to carbon is 44 tCO2/12 tC.

(2)
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LCC and LCCO2 analyses should consider six factors: (i) the analysis approach; (ii) a realistic
discount rate; (iii) the inflation and increase rate; (iv) the analysis period; (v) the starting point of the
analysis; and (vi) the significant cost of ownership [49,66]. Table 7 shows the six factors of LCC and
LCCO2 analyses used in this study.
Table 7. Key elements of the LCC and LCCO2 analyses.
Classification
Analysis approach
Interest
Gas
KCERs

Real discount rate

Analysis period
Starting point of analysis
Initial construction cost
Significant cost of ownership

Operation & maintenance cost
Operation & maintenance benefit

Detailed description
Present worth method (SIR40)
3.30%
0.11%
2.66%
40 years
2012
Initial investment cost
Replacement/repair cost
Energy consumption cost
Gas savings
Benefit from KCERs

In implementing DSF, a higher savings to investment ratio (SIR) should be selected due to the limited
budget. In life cycle perspectives, SIR refers to the ratio of the savings with additional benefit to investment
cost that is converted to the present worth [Equation (3)], which is the index for relative evaluation. If
SIR ≥ 1, the project is feasible, and its breakeven point (BEP) is achieved. The real interest rate was
calculated by the nominal interest rate and the inflation rate [Equation (4)] [67–69].
n

SIR =

St + Bt

 (1 + r )

t

t =0
n

It

 (1 + r )
t =0

(3)

t

where SIR is savings to investment ratio; St is gas energy savings in year t; Bt is benefit from KCERs in
year t; It is investment in year t; r is the real discount rate; and n is the period of the life cycle analysis:

i=

(1 + i n )
−1
(1 + f )

(4)

where i is the real discount rate; in is the nominal interest rate; and f is the inflation rate, the gas price
growth rate, and the carbon dioxide emission trading price growth rate. The service life of a steel
reinforced concrete building was set to 40 years, which was provided by “the Standard Service Life
and Service Life Scope Chart in the Enforcement Regulations on Corporate Income Tax Act” [49].
5.2. Optimal DSF in Terms of SIR and BEP
Table 8 shows the results of the LCC and LCCO2 analyses of four DSFs with seasonal energy
efficiency strategies. This study analyzed SIR40 and BEP from life-cycle perspectives. The results of
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the LCC and LCCO2 analyses on each of the DSF are as follows: from the perspective of SIR40, the
multistory, shaft box, corridor, and box types were analyzed in the order of No. 1 (3.20), No. 2 (3.11),
No. 3 (3.05), and No. 4 (2.85), respectively. From the perspective of the BEP, the multistory, shaft box,
and box types all took nine years, while the corridor type took 11 years. In summary, the multistory
type was selected as an optimal DSF in terms of economic and environmental aspects, because while
the investment cost (additional initial cost: $190,743; additional replacement cost: $113,395) was
lesser than the others, it achieved higher savings with benefit (life cycle energy saving benefit:
$958,399; KCER income: $15,748). The larger the unit of the cavity was, the higher the temperature
difference between an opening became, resulting in better ventilation. Thus, more heat emitted from
the cavity outside the building translates to higher cooling energy savings.
Table 8. LCC and LCCO2 analyses on four DSF with seasonal energy efficiency strategies.
Double Skin Façade
Box type
Corridor
Multistory
Shaft box

Additional
initial cost
($)
200,414
195,599
190,743
203,286

Additional
replacement cost
($)
120,958
117,192
113,395
123,204

LCES
benefit
($)
900,559
937,402
958,399
998,674

KCER
income
($)
14,798
15,403
15,748
16,410

SIR40

BEP

Value Rank Year Rank
2.85
4
9
1
3.05
3
11
4
3.20
1
9
1
3.11
2
9
1

Note: LCES stands for life cycle energy saving; KCER stands for Korea Certified Emission Reduction;
SIR stands for saving to investment ratio; BEP stands for break-even point; and the exchange rate
(KRW/USD) is 1,112.5 won to a U.S. dollar (as of May.14.2013).

6. Conclusions
To improve the effect of the DSF implementation, this study established seasonal energy efficiency
strategies and analyzed the effect of these strategies through a case study. It aimed to select an optimal
DSF in terms of SIR. The university facilities were statistically significant in terms of energy
consumption. It was determined that the energy consumption of the university facilities in 2010 was
295 thousand TOE, which is ranked second among all types of buildings in South Korea (refer to
Table A2). Especially, the library facility is the main factor of energy consumption and exists in all the
university. Therefore, the university library facility could have a great effect on the whole energy
consumption of South Korea.
The seasonal energy efficiency strategies were established in summer and in winter. First, to
establish winter-energy-efficient strategies, a combination of two methods was considered: (i) static air
buffer (Method_A1) as an airflow operating method; and (ii) GW (Method_B) for improving thermal
insulation. Next, to establish summer-energy-efficient strategies, a combination of the following three
methods was considered: (i) external air curtain (Method_A2) as an airflow operating method;
(ii) natural ventilation (Method_A3) as an airflow operating method; and (iii) GW (Method_B) for
improving thermal insulation (refer to Table 3).
The energy consumption analysis on the energy models showed that the seasonal energy efficiency
strategies were effective during both summer and winter seasons. First, in terms of
winter-energy-efficiency strategies, the implementation of the static air buffer (Method_A1) as an
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airflow operating method to EMS #1 (shaft box DSF) resulted in 644,507 kWh, with a reduction rate of
up to 3.97% in heating energy consumption. Also, to reduce the thermal bridge effect, the use of GW
as a method for improving thermal insulation showed that EMS #3 (shaft box DSF and GW) was
643,399 kWh with a reduction ratio of up to 4.13% in heating energy consumption.
Next, in terms of summer-energy-efficiency strategies, the implementation of the airflow operating
methods including natural ventilation showed that the cooling energy consumption of EMS #4
(multistory DSF) was 868,302 kWh, with a reduction rate of up to 12.62%. Also, to reduce the thermal
bridge effect, the use of GW as a method for improving thermal insulation showed that the cooling
energy consumption of EMS #5 (multistory DSF and GW) was 867,844 kWh with a reduction rate of
up to 12.67%.
Finally, to maximize SIR40 and minimize BEP40 through the LCC and LCCO2 analyses, this study
selected an optimal DSF with seasonal energy efficiency strategies, which was the multistory DSF
with SIR40 (3.20) and BEP40 (nine years). The analysis showed that this optimal DSF resulted in
smaller investment cost (additional initial cost: $190,743; additional replacement cost: $113,395) and
higher savings with benefits (LCES benefit: $958,399; KCER income: $15,748).
The results of this study can be used in making decisions regarding: (i) seasonal energy efficiency
strategies to save heating and cooling energy consumption in the East Asian monsoon climate region
with a high temperature gap in summer and in winter; and (ii) application not only to existing
buildings but also for new buildings.
The research team plans to conduct the following future research: (i) an optimal design according to
the types of DSFs in terms of energy performance based on cavity depth, the size of an opening, and
the position of the shading device of a DSF; (ii) airflow operating methods by season as well as
optimal airflow operating methods that change in real-time, depending on the change in temperature
inside and outside the building; (iii) thermal bridge effect reduction through thermal insulation of the
applied GW, as well as the effects of sunblock and air purification of the applied GW; and (iv) decision
support system for the sustainable design and management of buildings based on the long term
validation with consideration of the deterioration process.
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Appendix
Table A1. Space configuration and operating hours of target library (“Y” university library).
Space configuration
Reading rooms

Floor
2–5 Floor
1 Floor
6 Floor
B1 Floor
6 Floor

Study rooms
PC Seats

Operating hours
AM 6–PM 11
Open 24 hours
Open 24 hours
Open 24 hours
Open 24 hours

Table A2. Energy consumption by the types of buildings in South Korea.
Year

2008

2009

2010

Category

TOE
(thousand)

Rate

Rank

TOE
(thousand)

Rate

Rank

TOE
(thousand)

Rate

Rank

Residential building
University
Department store
Hospital
Hotel
Research Lab
Public building
Telephone company
Non classified
Total

487
263
267
230
210
88
69
44
401
2059

23.70%
12.80%
13.00%
11.20%
10.20%
4.30%
3.40%
2.10%
19.50%
100%

1
3
2
4
5
6
7
8
-

453
269
260
239
213
94
72
39
398
2037

22.20%
13.20%
12.80%
11.70%
10.50%
4.60%
3.50%
1.90%
19.50%
100%

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
-

462
295
292
254
234
111
106
46
370
2170

21.30%
13.60%
13.50%
11.70%
10.80%
5.10%
4.90%
2.10%
17.10%
100%

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
-
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